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Learning Outcomes 
• Students will learn the science term saturated solution. 
• Students will learn what a crystal is. 
• Students will learn that about mineralogists. 
• Students will create a picture using crystals. 
• Students will learn how salt changes the taste of food. 
• Students will experiment and share their findings. 
• Students will follow a scientific procedure in order to achieve a result, much like a recipe! 
 
Materials 
Salt Crystals 
• Sea or table salt 
• Jar 
• Warm water 

Season’s Eatings Lesson Plan for Homeschool 
Overview 

Raddish is designed by a dedicated team of teachers and chefs who believe the kitchen 
classroom is the tastiest place to learn.  We love watching learning come alive when kids 

mix math, stir science, and taste culture!   

Paired with the materials found in your Season’s Eatings box, this lesson plan divides your 
box into 4 45-90 minute lessons you can use and adapt to support your homeschool study, 
pre-k – middle school. Depending on your timeframe and child’s age and engagement, these 
can be taught together or separated for a longer lesson. Please refer to the curriculum 
provided in your box: recipe guides, activity cards, skill card, and introduction card. Happy 
cooking! Happy learning!  

Lesson 1: Season to Taste Edible Experiment & Make Your Own 
Salt Crystal and/or Draw a Crystal Snow Picture 

Activity Time: 60 minutes 
!
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• Thread 
• Popsicle stick or chopstick or pencil with a flat edge 
• Spoon 
• Scissors 
• Scientific procedure to create a crystal (attached) 
• Optional- magnifying glass 
 
Crystal Painting 
• 2 cups of sugar or 3 Tablespoons of Borax 
• Cup of hot water 
• Cup or jar 
• Black cardstock or heavy construction paper 
• Paintbrush 
• A heat source, like a radiator, or a hairdryer 
• Recipe guide and ingredients and tools listed within.  

 
1. Introduction   

a. Ask students: What is a crystal? Listen to answers. Can you find any examples of 
crystals in your house? (Diamond, ruby) In the kitchen? (Jello, sugar) 

b. Facts about crystals that you can share: 
• A crystal is a regularly shaped solid with flat surfaces. The tiny particles inside the 

crystals are arranged side by side and on top of each other in symmetrical patterns. 
This is what makes a crystal special. 

• No two crystals are the same and there are lots of different shapes that crystals can 
make. The flat surfaces of these crystals are called ‘faces’. 

• Not all crystals you see will actually look like crystals to you. This is because they 
aren't perfectly formed. Sometimes there is not enough space or it’s too hot or cold 
for the crystals to grow perfectly. When this happens you often end up with 
different and unusual looking crystals. 

• Crystals that are perfectly formed are often worn as jewelry because of their 
beautiful aesthetic quality. 

c. Tell students that in order to create a crystal they will have to follow a scientific 
procedure.  

d. Tell students they are going to become mineralogists (a person who studies crystals) 
and create their own crystal. 
 

2. Make your own salt crystal 
a. Provide students with the procedure sheet for the experiment.  Have older students 

read and follow the steps. Help younger students. Point out that the solution 
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becomes saturated when no more salt can be absorbed into the water. Then you 
will see salt crystals settle in the bottom of the jar. 

b. Predict- How many days do you think it will take to form a crystal? What shape 
do you think it will be? How big do you think it will get? 

c. Observe- Check on your crystal every day. Make sure that the thread is not 
touching the sides or the bottom. If lots of crystals start to form at the bottom or 
along the sides of your jar simply move your crystal to a clean cup and pour the 
solution through a strainer into the new jar. Do this so that the crystals form where 
you want them to, on the string. 

d. After a few days or a week take your crystal out and allow it to dry. Look with a 
magnifying glass if you have one. Can you see the faces of the crystal? What do you 
notice about the structure?  

e. Share your crystal and how you made it with your friends and family. 
 

3. Crystal Snow Painting 

Make a crystal solution and try creating your own 3D snow picture. 

1. Create a crystal solution by mixing 2 cups of sugar (or 3 tablespoons of borax) into a 
cup of hot water until it is fully dissolved. 

2. Take a piece of black cardstock or heavy black construction paper. 
3. Dip your paintbrush into the crystal solution. 
4. Paint your snow picture.  (It will be invisible at first so you will have to imagine what you 

are drawing). 
5. Hold the picture in front of the heater or use a hairdryer on low setting and your 

picture will appear like magic. 
6. What’s happening? The liquid in the solution evaporates, leaving behind a film of delicate 

crystals in the shape of what you drew earlier. 

4. Kitchen Prep and Experiment  
a. Read the Season to Taste activity card together. 
b. Identify and gather experiment materials. 
c. Gather tools. 
d. Follow experiment and discuss findings.  
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Learning Outcomes 

• Students will learn what a garnish is.  
• Students will create their own eye-catching plate and table decorations. 
• Students will learn how to build complimentary layers of flavor and texture. 
• Students will make party toasts to share with friends and family. 

 
Materials 
• Recipe guide and ingredients and tools listed within.  
• Garnishing Materials 

o Rosemary 
o Grapes 
o Basil 
o Lemon/Lime 
o With your imagination and pantry there is no limit! 
o Cutting board 
o Scissors 
o Student appropriate knife 

 
1. Introduction 

a. Ask students if they have ever heard the saying “You eat with your eyes.” What do 
they think it means? Have you ever eaten with your eyes? 

b. Ask students if they know what a garnish is? Why would you use one? 
A garnish is an item or substance to decorate food or drink. In many cases, it may 
give added or contrasting flavor. Some garnishes are selected mainly for their visual 
impact on the plate, while others are selected specifically for the flavor they add. Ask 
students if they can brainstorm a few garnishes that would be just visual? A few that 
add flavor? 

c. Let students know that they will be making their own garnishes using ingredients 
from the Party Toast recipe and any others they have permission to use. 
 

2.  Simple Garnish Making 
a. Have students help you gather the garnish making materials. 
b. Review Knife Safety. 

Lesson 2: Party Toasts, Food Garnishes and Table Decoration!  
Activity Time: 60 minutes 
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c. Rosemary Evergreen Trees 
• Grapes and rosemary sprigs 
• Use knife or scissors to cut grapes in half 
• Cut rosemary from bottom of sprig to make desired height. 
• Push rosemary stem into grape holder 
• Place where desired. You can make individual trees or a small forest to 

decorate your platter.  
d. Lemon/Lime Twists 

• Lemon or Lime 
• Use knife (with adult supervision or assistance) to cut citrus into thin circles. 
• With circle flat on a cutting board slice once 2/3 of the way across. Do not 

cut the peel on the opposite side. 
• Pick up the slice and twist one open cut end toward you and the other away 

from you. Decorate the serving platter.  
e. Fancy citrus loop 

•  Use knife (with adult supervision or assistance) to cut citrus into thin circles. 
•  Cut each circle in half 
•  Using a small paring knife or plastic picnic knife, cut each half slice between 

the peel and the fruit to loosen the peel from the fruit, cutting about three-
quarters around the inside of the peel. The fruit should remain attached to 
one-quarter of the peel. 

•  Holding the free end of the peel curl it down and towards the fruit and tuck 
it against the attached piece of peel. 

 
©2006 Publications International, Ltd. 

 
f. Citrus Butterfly 

•  Lemon or lime, basil stem 
•  Use knife (with adult supervision or assistance) to cut citrus into thin circles. 
• Cut circle into thirds. 
• Place two of the thirds with points touching. 
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• Use scissors to cut basil stem into two small antennas. Lay next to citrus 
wings and place where desired. 

 
©2006 Publications International, Ltd. 

 
g. Grape Bunch 

• Grapes 
• Use scissors to make a bunch of grapes the size and shape that you like. 
• Place on plate or table as desired. 

h. Grape flower 
• Grapes. Green or red or a combination. Basil stem and leaves. 
• Knife or scissors (adult supervision for young chefs with knives) 
• Cut 4 grapes in half for a small flower. Cut 8 or more for a larger flower.  
• Decorate directly onto plate. 
• Place one grape half cut side down to make the center of your flower. 

Arrange other grape halves cut side up to make petals. 
• Use basil stem and leaves to make the stem and leaves of the flower. 

 
3. Kitchen Prep  

d. Read the title page together.   
e. Identify and gather ingredients. 
f. Gather tools. 
g. Discuss kitchen safety, in particular knife and oven safety. For example, have 

students go to an assigned spot and freeze whenever you open the oven. 
 

4. Prepare Party Toasts 
a. Ask children to read or describe each step. 
b. Give each child a turn cutting, measuring, mixing, etc. 
c. Remind chefs that they eat first with their eyes and that they have an opportunity to 

garnish each and every crostini so that it looks good enough to eat. 
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5. Party time! 
a. Decorate your table and serving plates. Once everything looks so good that you 

can’t wait anymore…. eat, taste and share!  
 

 
 
Learning Outcomes  
• Students will learn that chili is made differently around the US.  
• Students will learn about the spices that typically flavor chili.   
• Students will conduct research and write their own ingredient spotlight. 
• Students will use a world map to see where different spices are grown and used. 
• Students will teach others about their spice ingredient. 
• Students will cook chili. 
 
Materials 
• Recipe guide and ingredients and tools listed within. 
• Pencil, markers, or crayons. 
• Internet for research- suggested websites 

o The World’s Healthiest Foods- www.whf.com  
o Wellness Mama- www.wellnessmama.com 
o McCormick Science Institute- http://www.mccormickscienceinstitute.com/ 

• Spicy Spotlight Worksheet 
• An episode of Diners Drive Ins and Dives with Guy Fieri that focuses on chili served a 

number of different ways. 6min 39 sec 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfCMw28qXAU 

 
1. Introduction 

a. Ask students: Have you eaten chili before? Can you describe it? What flavors do you 
taste when eating it? Spicy? Earthy? Bitter? Salty? Where do those flavors come 
from? They come from the seasonings that we add to our food. Herbs, spices and 
minerals like salt. 

b. Ask the students if they have a favorite seasoning? Why do they like it? 
c. Seasonings not only provide us with yummy flavors but they also have beneficial 

health properties. All spices originate from plants: flowers, fruits, seeds, barks, 
leaves, and roots. Herbs and spices not only improve the taste of foods, but can help 
preserve them for longer periods of time. Herbs and spices have antibacterial and 

Lesson 3: Chilly Night Chili and Spicy Spotlight Research! 
Activity time: 60 minutes 
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antiviral properties and many are high in B-vitamins and trace minerals.!For instance, 
ginger can settle an upset stomach. Cinnamon has been shown to lower blood sugar 
and reduce inflammation and its anti microbial properties can help extend the life of 
foods. 

d. Read the Ingredient Spotlight about Chili Powder on the Chilly Night Chili recipe 
guide.  

e. Using the information you just read and some internet research, work together to 
complete the Spicy Spotlight worksheet. 

f. Let students know that next they will choose another spice to shine their own Spicy 
Spotlight on. 

 
2. Spicy Spotlight Research- 

a. Print a spicy spotlight worksheet for each student 
b. Have each student choose a different spice from the Chilly Night Chili recipe: 

1. Cayenne 
2. Cumin 
3. Oregano 

c. Assist students ase necessary in searching, reading and compiling information on the 
worksheet.  

d. Optional-  
i. Complete additional Spicy Spotlight sheets if curious about other seasonings. 
ii. Start a folder of Spicy Spotlights and add to it each time you make a new 

recipe featuring a new spice.   
 

3. Kitchen Prep  
a. Read the title page together.   
a. Identify and gather ingredients. 
b. Gather tools. 
c. Discuss kitchen safety, in particular stovetop safety. Remember to turn pot handles 

in and be aware that steam is hot! 
 

4. Prepare Chilly Night Chili 
a. Ask children to read or describe each step. 
b. Give each child a turn using can opener, cutting, mixing, etc. 
c. While chili is simmering you could watch the Diners, Drive Ins and Dives show. 

 
5. Chili Time 

a. Eat, taste and share! 
b. While you are sharing your chili you can also share the information that you learned 

about seasonings. Your family will be amazed to learn about the health benefits of 
the seasonings – and not just the meat and beans.  
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Learning Outcomes: 

• Students will learn many baking terms, such as, batch, cream and knead. 
• Students will practice baking terms in a word search. 
• Students will use manipulatives (blocks, buttons etc) to figure out math story problems and 

show their work. 
• Students will solve cookie math story problems and create their own problems. 
• Students will learn what a pattern is and create a cookie pattern of their own. 

 
Materials: 
• Sprinkle Cookie Recipe Guide and ingredients and tools listed. 
• Materials for solving story problems 

o Story problems included 
o Blocks, buttons, coins or other tool for representing cookies  
o Paper 
o Pencil 
o Excellent resource for story problems and how to help students work with story 

problems is Marilyn Burns’ Math Solutions www.mathsolutions.com 
o Optional Story Books with math lessons built in 

! Amanda Beans Amazing Dream by Cindy Neuschwender 
! Spaghetti and Meatballs for All by Marilyn Burns 
! One Hundred Hungry Ants by Elinor J Pinczes 

• Materials for making patterns 
o Cookie cutter(s) for older dexterous children to trace 
o paper cookie cutouts- simple circles are perfect (at least 20) 
o Markers, crayons or paints 
o Glue stick 
o Paper  

• Sprinkle Cookie Word Search attached 
 

1. Word Search 
a. Read the Fun Bites- Bake Shop Glossary together. Practice the baking terms. 
b. Provide students with the attached Sprinkle Cookie Word Search and have 

them find the hidden words. 
c.  When they find each word see if they can tell a partner what the definition 

is. Can they give an example of a recipe in which they used the term. For 

Lesson 4: Sprinkle Cookies and Cookie Word and Number Games  
Activity time: 45 minutes 
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example, knead- to fold and turn dough until smooth. I kneaded dough when 
I made pizza! 

 
1. Cookie Patterns 

a. Ask student: what is a pattern? Can they find an example in the room? A pattern is 
any set of colors, shapes, letters, numbers etc. that repeat. A set is not a pattern if 
it does not repeat. Patterning is the precursor to Algebra. Algebra is about seeing 
relationships and as children recognize and create patterns they begin to see and 
understand how things work together. 

b. Using cut out circles (to rmepresent cookies) on varying colors of paper or size 
encourage students to make patterns. Some possible types of pattern are: 

i. Red, blue, red, blue repeat 
ii. Red, blue green repeat 

iii. Red, red, blue repeat 
iv. Small, big, big, big, small, repeat 
v. Circle, square, circle square 

c. Either using cut out “cookie shapes”  (with glue) or for older students tracing cookie 
cutters have students make and decorate patterns of their own on paper.   

d. Have students 
i. Copy a pattern that someone else has made 

ii. Extend a pattern that someone else has made 
iii. Tell what is missing if part of a pattern is hidden. (make a little paper door to 

cover a shape with a piece of tape at the top so that it can be lifted.) 
e. Display the patterns on the wall for students to refer to later and as beautiful art! 

 
2. Cookie Story Problems 

The most important part of figuring out story problems is the process not the answer. 
Encourage students to use manipulatives, draw pictures, use tally marks, tear up bits of 
paper. Whatever helps THEM to figure out the problem. Give them time and space to work 
it out themselves. Then ask them to explain their thinking to YOU. If their answer takes 
them down the wrong track provide them with a strategy to get back on track. An 
excellent resource for seeing children’s work on a cookie problem can be found here 
http://mathsolutions.com/documents/0-941355-59-4_L.pdf 
 
Problems- print these out and cut them into strips so students focus on one at a time. Pick 
and choose no need to do them all. 
 

a. Dad is baking sprinkle cookies for Connor’s birthday party. He knows that there are 
14 kids coming and he wants to make sure that each child gets 2 cookies. How many 
cookies does he need to bake? 

b. Which has more cookies a cookie sheet with 3 rows of 8 or 4 rows of 6? 
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c. There are 8 chocolate chip and 4 peanut butter cookies on the counter. How many 
cookies altogether? Which kind has more/Less? How many more chocolate chip that 
peanut butter? 

d. Camille has 12 cookies. She gave 4 to Abdul, 3 to Lucy and 1 to Kevin. How many 
does she have left? 

e. Avery has 6 cookies and he has more baking in the oven. When they are all cool he 
has 18. How many were baking in the oven? 

f. George went to the bakery to buy 7 cookies. Each cookie cost 75cents. How much 
did George spend at the bakery? He paid with a $10 bill. How much change did he 
get? 

g. Each cookie sheet holds 9 cookies. How many cookies would be on 14 cookie 
sheets?  

h. Julie can bake 24 cookies an hour. How many cookies could she bake in 4 hours? 
i. You have 36 cookies and want to share them equally with 6 people. How many 

would each person get? 
j. Sue’s mother made 75 cookies for the bake sale. She put 3 cookies in each bag. How 

many bags did she fill up? 
 
Make Cookie Story Problems to Stump Your Friends 

o Make the story 
o Include at least 2 numbers 
o Use words like how many, altogether, more than, less than? 
o You can draw a picture to tell your story as well 

 
3. Kitchen Prep  

a. Read the title page together.   
b. Identify and gather ingredients. 
c. Gather tools. 
d. Discuss kitchen safety, in particular oven safety. Remember to give a warning when 

opening the oven and have students stand back or freeze in place. 
 

4. Prepare Sprinkle Cookies 
a. Ask children to read or describe each step. 
b. Give each child a turn measuring, sifting, mixing, etc. 

 
5. Sprinkle Cookie Decoration Time!  

a. After cookies are cooled have fun making unique decorations. 
b. Display cookies on the tray in an interesting pattern. 
c. Sit down with family or friends and try and stump one another with cookie math 

story problems. 
d. Eat, taste and share!  
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN SALT CRYSTAL 

What you'll need: 
• A jar 
• Warm water 
• About half a cup of salt 
• A spoon for stirring 
• String/thread 
• Scissors 
• Popsicle stick or wooden chopstick 

 
Instructions: 

1. Fill the jar with warm water. 
2. Add a few tablespoons of salt to the water. 
3. Mix the solution together with a spoon. 
4. Keep adding salt until no more will dissolve into the water when stirred. 

This creates a saturated solution. 
5. Cut a piece of string with scissors and tie around the middle of the popsicle 

stick. 
6. Place the string over the top of the jar so that the string dangles into the 

middle of the solution and does not touch the bottom or the sides. 
7. Don’t forget to clean up when you’ve finished. 
8. Observe your crystal growth over the next 7 days. 

 
What next? 
Leave the experiment and wait for salt crystals to form along the string. They are 
an excellent example of cubic crystals and you can do further research with them 
by examining them under a microscope. 
When you look at various crystals under a microscope you can examine the 
differences between them: Are they perfectly formed? What shape are they? 
What color? Can you see any microorganisms on the crystals? 
Crystals can be found grouped together as lots of small crystals or as huge 
individual crystals. They vary in size from those at the microscopic level all the 
way up to crystals that are meters in length! 
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Spicy Spotlight 
Spice _____________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Draw a picture of the plant or seed. Or, tape an 
example to the page. 

What flavor does it give to food?  
Circle or add your own. 
Sweet                     Spicy 
Earthy                     Nutty 
Bright                      Salty 
Fresh                       Bitter 
___________            _____________ 
What dishes would you use it in? 

•   
•   
•   

 
Where in the world… 
Does it come from? List and find on a map 

•   
•   
•   

Health Benefits 
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What cuisines is it used in? List and find on a map 

•  
•  

 
•  

What is the spice’s history in our cuisine?   
•   
•  
•  
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Sprinkle Cookies 
 

 
P Q A C X J Z Y I R U O V N K 
H L C Z J Q N X A R S R Z G Z 
I C Y T I W T J Q V O D E X E 
J Q T B F W I S F I A W K P B 
C W M A E S M V V E D B V F L 
B I F A B F J V N B A U J B D 
X Y M J T A H K T C Z S E F J 
N E I K O O C G U X S I B L H 
U I C D X D M Y U P T F Z T Y 
Z F V R C C Q A R O W T O I G 
J M Z L M Z K I E J D W A C W 
T N Z A G Y N I O Q P Y E I U 
K X E K C K A T A D L B N N P 
M R A Q L G N I T S O R F G H 
C M D E I M K B U O A Y A R P 

 

 
BATCH 
COOKIE 
CREAM 
DOUGH 
FROSTING 

ICING 
KNEAD 
MIX 
SIFT 
SPRINKLE 
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